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mations, both voluntary and compulsory at the instance of the Home
Secretary, in the latter case with the safeguard that no compulsion
can be enforced upon a public authority having a population of over
100,000 to amalgamate with a larger authority without its consent.
The idea of a national police force is repugnant to the English
tradition of local government, and on constitutional grounds there
are obvious objections to equipping the Executive with the equivalent
of the continental gendarmerie. Not even in detective matters is
there a national force, although for the purpose of unravelling
complicated crimes the Criminal Investigation Department of the
Metropolitan Police has a great advantage over local forces. The
assistance of this department is available to the local forces, but it
rests with the local force to decide whether or not assistance shall be
invoked in any particular case which may arise in its area.
It is not easy to define the precise status of a police officer. Though Legal
appointed by a local authority and liable to dismissal by them, ^Poifc
he is not in the legal sense their servant. On appointment a constable Officer,
is sworn in before a justice of the peace. His oath requires him to
serve the Sovereign as a constable; he is bound to obey the orders of
the justices. Though subject in some respect to local supervision and
required to obey certain local police regulations, a police officer is
as such a servant of the State or ministerial officer of the central
' power.1 "The powers of a constable as a peace officer, whether
conferred by statute or by common law^ are exercised by him by
virtue of his office and cannot be exercised on the responsibility of
any person but himself ... a constable, therefore, when acting as
a peace officer, is not exercising a delegated authority, and the general
law of agency has no application." 2 A police authority, therefore,
cannot be made liable in respect of tortious acts of a member pf a
poEce" force which have been occasioned by the exercise of such
pgwers.3 It may be otherwise if the officer has committed a tort when
employed on duties of a different character on behalf of his own
authority. Nor is the Crown liable ; for, even if an officer is a servant
o£jtk& Crown, the police are not paid wholly out of moneys provided
by Parliament and .'are not, therefore, within the definition of
sef Vjjg|$u)f the Crown for the purpose of imposjp
^,
in tort: CrowrTProceecEngs A£t,^4^^2J§J,, A police officer has
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On the other hand a local
authority has been held entitled to recover damages for injuries done
** Fisher v. Oldharn Corporation, [1930] 2 K.B. 364.
* Enever v. The. King (Australia) (1906), 3 CX.R. 969, at p. 977.
X * Fisher v. Oldham Corporation, ante.
4 Lewis v. Cattle, [1938] 2 K.B. 454; for criticism of this decision, see Sir Ivor
Jennings in 2 Modern Law Review, 73.

